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Mechanical Locks

PRODUCT RANGE

Cylinder locks 

Our product range includes a wide selection of mechanical locks from leading manufacturers in the field. If necessary, we can also supply other locks. 
Contact our sales and tell us your wishes, so that we can find the right lock for your needs.

ABLOY CLASSIC 
ABLOY Classic is a well-known and affordable locking solution. It is delivered with PUNTA keying (serialization), 
but is also available keyed to the customer’s keying on order. 

Master key on order

ABLOY SENTRY 
ABLOY SENTRY is an ideal patent-protected key system for furniture locking needs. Full metal keys and the 
patented AWS (Anti-Wear-System) operating mechanism ensure the system’s persistent accurate feel. The 
ABLOY SENTRY system patent is valid until 2026 and design protection until 2035. 

The lock is keyed customer-specifically. 

ABLOY SENTO 
Owing to the patented AWS (Anti-Wear-System) operating mechanism, the feel when using the key remains 
sharp and locks open effortlessly from year to year and decade to decade. The ABLOY SENTO system patent is 
valid until 2026. The design protection is valid until 2034. 

The locks are keyed customer-specifically.

Euro-Locks PUNTA 
A PUNTA lock is an affordable and reliable locking solution. Always delivered with PUNTA keying. 

Master key available on order.
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A padlock latch is a reliable and the most affordable solution for locking. It is a good choice for locations where 
users change frequently. Compatible with padlock shackle diameters from 5 to 8mm. Compatible padlocks are 
also available from us. 

Euro-Locks C557

Padlock latches 

Padlock 

Numeric code lock 

PUNTA padlock 
The padlock is compatible with PUNTA padlock latch. The 4-digit code of the lock can be easily changed 
by the user.

Euro-Locks A152 
The lock is operated with a 4-digit code that can be changed by the user. The lock is equipped with automatic 
code scrambling on entry to protect the user code from being viewed. This is an especially desirable feature in 
an environment where a third party could see the code. The lock is available in black or silver grey colour. 

A mechanical master key is available for the lock, which allows unlocking and viewing of the set code.

Sinox AL268 
The lock is operated with a 4-digit code that can be changed by the user. A special feature of the lock is the 
possibility to choose either public or private operation. The public operation is suitable for locations where 
users do not have personal lockers. The user chooses a code using the dials, uses the locking knob to lock the 
lock and resets the number dials. After unlocking, the next user can set their own code. In case of private ope-
ration, the code remains the same until the user changes it. 

A mechanical master key is available for the lock, which allows finding out the lock code to open the lock. 

The full metal structure of the lock ensures durability even at demanding locations.
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Coin return locks

Ojmar 
All Ojmar locks are available in dry room and wet room versions. The corrosion resistant materials used in wet room locks ensure long service life of the locks 
even in demanding conditions. 

The lock cylinder is easy to replace without replacement of the entire lock. 

Coin operated lock 
The standard version of the lock operates with €1 coins, but the manufacturer also offers versions for all Euro coins starting from 20 cents.

With optional equipment, the lock can be converted to collect.

Card lock 
Ojmar card locks are especially suitable for locations where RFID key card-based gates or door access control are used. The lock is locked using a mechanical 
key, but it cannot be removed before the key card has been inserted into the lock as a deposit. The lock has a special security feature to ensure that it can only be 
operated with a proper key card. It prevents locking using a calling card or a piece of cardboard, for example. 

Key wristband 
Wristbands for keys are available in different colours as accessories to facilitate visiting swimming pools and spas, for example.

ABLOY coin operated lock 
Abloy coin operated locks are available with a tray for returning the coin or with a coin box for collection. The locks are operated using ABLOY SENTRY keys and 
work with €1 coins.
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